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have appeared in Spain in recent years,
Desolation Island is ultimately a mag-
nificent tale of travel. Griffin, with his
professed invisibility, prodigious mem-
ory and learning, and talent for fitting
in wherever he is, would be the ideal
travel writer. The work's geographical
scope is enormous, and there are excel-
lent descriptions of places ranging from
California to Vienna's Kunsthistorisches
Museum. But the principal focus is Pa-
tagonia, a region that has always fasci-
nated through its position at the 'end
of the world', and which has also been
the burial ground of so many illusions.
Its complex, exotic and frequently trag-
ic history unites this book's multiple
strands, which bring in such diverse ar-
eas ofhuman experience as the voyage of
the Beagle, the death through madness
and starvation ofSarmiento's abandoned
colonies, the chequered story of pioneer-
ing aviators such as Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry, and even the Falklands War.
More has been written on_ Patagonia
than on almost any other part of South
America. And yet few authors have con-
veyed as well as Adolfo García Ortega
the haunting appeal of place s such as
Punta Arenas, or the sheer desolation,
solitude and frozen splendour of the
maze of islands that serve as the book's
memorable final setting.
To order this book at 1:.15.19, see the Literary
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ambivalent sexuality.The scholar and ex-
plorer Antonio Pigafetta is shown devel-
oping a dangerous passion for Magellan;
Whale defies Hollywood conventions of
the time by living openly with the actor
David Lewis; Griffin discovers the ulti-
mate sexual thrills with a beautiful Chi-
nese transvestite; and the woman with
whom his grandfather becomes secretly
infatuated during his honeymoon goes
further still and is rendered incapable of
Ioving anyone other than her automaton.

The unfolding of these various in-
trigues lends narrative impetus to a book
that is held together above all by the
intertwined tales of Griffin's journey to
Patagonia and Sarmiento's expedition to
found the first and disastrously short-
lived Spanish colonies in the southern
hemisphere. García Ortega grippingly
evokes the impact of long sea journeys,
the alternating excitement and terror of
the ocean, the loneliness of the captains,
and the shifting relationships between
them and their crews.

One of the most original novels to

trrz: Island begins as a clas-
sic seafaring yarn, with a mysteri-

ous Irish-American Spaniard telling the
tale of a boat journey to South America's
southernmost tipoHowever, this is clearly
not going to be a straightforward story.
We soon learn that this narrator shares the
same name as H G Wells's Invisible Man,
Griffin, and that his grandfather was a
magician who fell in love with a beauti-
ful widow obsessed by a sixteenth-century
automaton wrucn ends up- 'ííke the myío-
don remains that provide the framework
of Bruce Chatwin's In Patagonia - in the
Salesian Museum at Punta Arenas.

The reader wearily anticipates a clever
postmodernist exercise laced with a heavy
dose of magical realismo The density of
the prose and endless tales within tales
might prevent sorne people from con-
tinuing any further. But, as the spiralling
complexities mount up, Adolfo García
Ortega's energy and relentless inventive-
ness succeed in creating a searnless and
utterly compelling blend of the past and
the present, the real and the imaginary.

A Bolaño-like encyclopaedia of strange,
invented people acrossthe centuries merg-
es with real-life personages, notably the
English director responsible for the film of
The Invisible Man, James Whale, and the
Spanish conquistador Pedro Sarmiento,
whose incursions into the occult are in-
geniously linked by García Ortega to the
esoteric world of Rudolph II in Prague.
There are times when the author's amass-
ing ofbizarre and recondite historical in-
formation makes the work appear like the
literary equivalent of a Renaissance cabi-
net of curiosities, to be enjoyed simply by
savouring random passages.

Yet, for all its labyrinthine digres-
sions, the book is essentially a story of
love and adventure. The romance, in-
volving several of the book's main char-
acters, is inevitably an unconventional
one, with much emphasis on illicit and
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